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Thursday Friday Saturday

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
ON ALIGNERS
WORKSHOP 

IPR AND EXPANSION
DUET COURSE

TADS & ALIGNERS
COURSE

ALIGNERS MARKETING
WORKSHOP

CLASS II AND DEEP
BITE COURSE

CLINICAL STUDY:
SPARK VS INVISALIGN

How many orthodontic meetings have you attended in
the last 5 years? How many webinars since lockdown?
Probably many of them were useful... but others not so
much.

We know it is complex to select amongst so many
options, and summits or congresses with many
speakers usually only give you small hints on "how
to", but no clear protocols to treat a particular
malocclusion. 

This is why we created THE NEXT LEVEL: to give you
the chance to attend to 6 incredible courses in just one
face-to-face event, with no screens in the middle: ask
whatever you want and understand deeply the speaker
view on the biomechanics applied in their topics.

We have selected extraordinary international speakers
to provide you with information in their speciality
topics, always focused on creating contents which can
be fully applied in your digital treatment plans just
after the event.



THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Thursday, 
18th May Workshop

Can we update scientific
evidence in clear aligners?

Learn the latest evidence on clear aligners
performance for every malocclusion in
daily clinical practice: understand where
are the limits for every movement 

Aligner plastic force analysis: why is it
important to select a brand that combines
both hardware and software excellence? 

15:30 - 17:00 
 

 

SPEAKER: Dr. Javier Lozano Zafra

Orthodontist trained in CEU University in Spain,

he is co-author of Aligner Techniques in

Orthodontics, number 1 best-seller in Amazon

covering every single topic in clear aligner

treatment, with a strong focus on material

analysis and properties to create the perfect force

system according to patients' needs. 



Thursday, 
18th May Workshop

THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Create your own Invisalign
Marketing funnel: A TO Z

Do this before you start paid advertising 
What is a marketing funnel?
Traffic and friction: how to qualify new patients
Facebook Ads Best Practices
Avoid unqualified prospects & save time.
BOMB your marketing campaign
Secrets to get patients posting you.
Dental Tips & Tricks:  things you can do to
grow up your numbers consistently 

17:30 - 19:00

SPEAKER: D. Arman Echevarría 

Arman Echevarría is an Invisalign and Dental Implant

marketing expert. 

For the past 4 years, he’s been running a boutique

marketing agency that has helped dental practices

from all over the world attract high value patients. 

He’s profitably increased MILLIONS OF EUROS in 

 INVISALIGN REVENUE  for dental offices all over

Europe with his strategies. 



THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Friday, 
19th May, Duet Course

9:30 - 14:00

Sharing patients in between two doctors is an
extraordinary way of getting treatments to a higher
level: there is always room for improvement.

Learn how these two incredible orthodontists use
fixed appliances principles on clear aligners,
sharing all  their protocols with you in a course like
no other. 

SPEAKERS: 

Dr. Martin Pedernera 
Orthodontist trained in Cordoba University in Argentina,

he is one of the most well known speakers in clear

aligners, in which he also applies biomechanical

concepts from lingual and labial braces.

Dr. Ana Belén Menéndez
Orthodontist trained in the University of Oviedo, she has

an extraordinary vision on biomechanics with different

appliances that she perfectly combines to achieve

excellent finishing. 

Expansion and stripping in
fixed appliances versus clear
aligners



THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Friday, 
19th May, Duet Course 

14:00 - 17:30

Orthodontics is a medical area in which function
and aesthetics gain an extraordinary importance
for patients, the reason why combining these two
factors is more and more important.

Understand the protocols used by these
outstanding orthodontists to achieve excellent
aesthetic results in class II and deep bite
malocclusions using protocols from fixed
appliances in clear aligner mechanics. 

SPEAKERS: 

Dr. Lorenzo Bartolommei 
Orthodontist trained in Università degli Studi

dell'Aquila, he is one of the leaders of clear aligner

therapy in Italy, strongly know for his analysis and

protocolization for every malocclusion approach. 

Dr. Lucia Giuliano
Orthodontist trained in the Università degli Studi

'Gabriele d'Annunzio'  di Chieti, she masters finishing

cases with a perfect occlusion together with an ideal

facial aesthetic harmony. 

Class II and deep bite in fixed
appliances versus clear
aligners



THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Saturday, 
20th May, TADs course  

International speaker, advisory board member

and consultant for Ormco in the Spark Aligners

project.

His work is based 100% in aligners. In

extreme cases, he combines it with TADS,

where he has developed his own technique of

integration between both systems

He has published numerous articles in

different international Orthodontics Journals

Dr. Peydro has developed his own protocols 

 with clear aligners to obtain exceptional

results for any type of malocclusion.

09:30 - 14:00 

Dr Peydro Will share a series of complex cases
treated with Spark Aligners & TADs to show
that it is possible to achieve the excellence
when we know how to apply the protocols.

SPEAKER: DR DIEGO PEYDRÓ

Reach the Summit of Aligner
Excellence: Protocols for
Success



THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

in aligner orthodontics

Saturday
20th May Clinical Study
Invisalign vs Spark: which
one should I select for
every malocclusion?

15:00 - 17:30

After treating thousands of cases with both
Invisalign and Spark, dr. González Barbero
will explain the pros and cons he has
discovered with each of these aligner
systems.  

He will share with you clear indications to
allow a deep understanding of each system
strengths and weaknesses in order to select
the best one for every of your cases,
resulting in a more efficient aligner practice. 

SPEAKER: Dr.Luis González Barbero

Orthodontist trained in European University of

Madrid, he is currently responsible for the

training of doctors in 100% aligners clinics in

Spain, reviewing annually more than 1.000

treatment plannings with almost every aligner

brand in the world. 



Do you need more reasons?
There are so many in Alicante, one of the most beautiful and
sunny landscapes in Spain: a paradise  for an Orthodontic event
that will, for sure, make a difference in the way you see treatment
with clear aligners. 

After science... social events
Thursday, 18th
Spanish wine tasting +
ATTACHMENTS
PARTY! 
(bring your light blue
shirt/blouse)

Friday, 19th May 
 At night... GALA
DINNER 
(dress code: black tie)

Remember to bring your
swimming clothes to
enjoy the hotel pool and
beach 

Come with your family, you can enjoy spaces for the

little ones and the best social plans



999€

REGULAR
TICKET 

Do you have any doubt? contact us:
info@smartalignerservices.com

BOOK NOW!! SPOTS ARE REALLY LIMITED
Course reservation allows you to have a discount on hotel

rooms, which you will receive on an email after payment

799€
BOOK NOW

SUPER-EARLY BIRD Only the first 20 spots
enjoy a 200€ discount.

DISCOUNT CODE: SMART

EXTRA BONUS:
PACK of 5 treatment plans with
refinements included.

https://buy.stripe.com/bIY15W4k8h0WbYc01j


HOTEL MELÍA ALICANTE

Course reservation allows you to have a discount on hotel rooms,
which you will receive on an automatic email after payment

Enjoy a few perfect days of orthodontic training together with
moments of relaxation with your family and friends: beach,
swimming pool, the best SPAs, areas for kids if you decide to
bring them with you.

A unique place that will make it an unforgettable event for you.

The perfect place to harmonize pleasure and work. An urban
hotel right on the beach, with spectacular views of the sea, in the
heart of a city full of light and energy all year round.

Hotel Melía offers multiple leisure
and fun options for children
between 5 and 12 years old. The
best way for the little ones to
enjoy their favorite activities and
the perfect opportunity for adults
to rest.

Located in front of the sea and
blessed by mild temperatures
throughout the year, Alicante
offers its visitors stupendous
beaches, rich gastronomy and an
enviable quality of life.




